Title word cross-reference

-1 [Ced57], 0 [Ced57], 1 [Ced57], 2n [Oon50, Sta36a, Tel53], 2n + 1 [Rut23].
2 [Ada43], 3 [Ada43], 5 [Ada43], f [Gar35, Gar37], H [Gar35, Gar37].
A (h,k) [Ste54a]. e [Kal35a], γ = 3 [KF56].
H (m,a,x) = exp(−ix)F(m + 1 − α, 2m + 2; 2x) [LH42]. H (hw) [IR52].
Hv (x) [MP46].
Hn (hw) [IR52].
Hn (x) [CM45]. Lp [HS36]. Lv (x) [MP46]. L0 [Fem58]. M [Kap34]. N
[Cra55, Hos36b, Lip22, Amo60, Cro65, Gol58, Moo29a]. \( \nabla^2 u + \lambda u = 0 \) [KS52].
O (4) [Sha68]. P [Hit28]. P (X) = A [Ing34]. \( P_\mu (\cos \theta) \) [Bon61]. \( \partial J_\mu (z)/\partial \nu \)
[LR60]. Pt \( (x_0) \) [SCKH52]. R [Bur37]. R6 [Kap36]. Rn+1 [Kap34]. →
[Moo29c]. x [Bon61, GD49, Sch55a]. x sech[x [Chu36].
Y1 (mx) [xJ1 (x) − BJ0 (x)] − J1 (mx) [xY1 (x) − BY0 (x)] = 0 [LZ55]. z [Fet57b].
z = w−1 \coth w [HS48]. z = w−1 \tanh w [HS48].

1 [Hov26].

4-Poles [Dar39].

8000° [Moo37].

= [Ada43].

boundary
Consolidation [Car42b, Ort30, Par57, TM40, Ter29].
Constant [Bea30, Cob40, GZ43, Hud50, Key22].
Constraints [Det64].
Contact [Blo53, De 47, Lip23b, Rob36, Zel22a, Zel27].
Containers [LF67].
Containing [Bow56, KW60, Par57, Te53, Wan68d, Was44].
Contains [Oon50].
Continued [Cro29b].
Continuous [CM44, Gup59, Hey24b, Tor52, Val26].
Continuum [Fra29a, Kro63].
Contours [Dou31b, Dou32].
Conversion [Res54].
Convolution [Cam42, Zem61].
Correct [Dou56].
Corrections [Dou32, Hen41a, McL47a, Rei48a, Sto52, Tsi47].
Correlation [Kre50].
Corresponding [Mor65a].
Corrigenda [SW68].
Cosine [BH63a].
Cosmic [Ban39, Lif42].
Criteria [Eni61].
Criterion [Cra53, Cro34, Dou59, Fry36, Lel67, Lev46].
Critical [Goh49].
Cross [Bas59, Hig42, Kir57, RT46, Ric25a].
Cross-section [Hig42].
Cubic [Ato59, Lin41].
Current [Fan67, Kue60, Kue64].
Counting [Fra64].
Coupled-Stress [Coh66].
Coupled [Hod52].
Coupling [HF47, Hei51].
Courant [BM62b].
Covering [Sav39].
Crack [Ang59, Buc68, Che66, KW60, Wan68d, Wes64].
Cracked [Fol65].
Cracking [Bak68].
Cracks [Bow56, HS68].
Crank [Str59].
Decomposition [Ric29].
Damping [Gri61a, Gri61b, Lou55].
Dams [Wes32].
Dark [MS45].
Data [Gil25].
Debye [Bea27].
Deduction [Wie31].
Definite [Fel56, SB42, You53].
Definition [Fra28b, Fra35b, Rei51].
Deflections [E66, Wei62].
Deformation [Ber67, Doy57, Hov27, Hov28b, Tho56].
Degeneracy [Eri55a, JR55, Joh63, O'M63, Rei53, Rei59, Rei61, Val66].
Degree [Ada43, Sal49b, SCKH52, WY54].
Delay [Noh59].
Delta...
Dislocation [Krö63]. Dislocations [Coh66]. Dispersive [Ben67].

Displacements [Kan65, Kan68, Phi48, Rei46a, Rei46b, Rei48a, Rei59].

Dissipative [LC54]. Distance [Ham52]. Distillation [Pea37]. Distortion

[Spe41b]. Distributed [Tor53]. Distribution

[Aba60, Bue47, Cam38, CK66, HS68, Hil43, Hit41, Hov34, Lar66, Nag51,

Okt52, Phi34a, Rei55, She52, Str30, Sut37, Tho49b, Wie31]. Distributions

[DD61, KM62, Ros58, Syn36, WW38]. Divergent [Sha55].

Distance [Ham52]. Distillation [Pea37]. Distortion [Spe41b]. Distributed [Tor53].

Divisors [Win42]. Domain [Her64, HS36]. Domains

[Ber41, Rey51, Zuc66]. Dominant [BH64a]. Doppler [LP63]. Dot [Ric25a].

Double [Rad59, Phi55a, Phi55b, Sal45c]. Drag [Col51, Wan68b]. Driving

[Bru31, DeC56, Gew33]. Driving-Point [DeC56, Gew33, Bru31]. Drop

[Bla40a, Bla40b]. Dual [MF32, Mor56a, Nob58].


[Kot68, Por32, Ter29]. Duffing [Lou55]. Dynamen [Spe44b]. Dynamic

[BM63, Hey24b, HB53, Kan65]. Dynamical

[Doy55, Fra30, Kan68, Lip23c, Tho46b, Val24b]. Dynamics

[ELN57, Kro34, Tho46a, ZP54].

E. [Wal59]. Each [Oon50]. Earth [Fox51]. Eccentric [Hig42].

Eccentric-annular [Hig42]. Economic [Luk59]. Edge

[Bow66, Bue47, HE64, Wei62]. Edges [Mun52]. Editor [How31]. Effect

[BB23, Bea30, HS68, Job30, Lew63, Man22, MG45, Phi34a, fS52]. Effects

[BAC24, Dei68, LP63, Wan68d]. Eigenfunctions [Car48, Mor65a, Mor65b].

Eigenvalue [Cle57, Cra51, HP60, Nay67, Nay65b, Nay66]. Eigenvalues

[Coh64, Coh65, Har59a, Her64, Mir63, Ost66, PPW56, Pay60, Sat66, Sch57].

Eight [Sal45b]. Eight- [Sal45b]. Einstein [Cob40, Phi22b]. Elastic

[Ang59, Bas59, BLMC63, BR60, Car47, Cla50, Con64, Eps42, Eri55a, Hov26,

Hov27, JR55, JR58, Joh63, Kan65, Kan68, KR58, KW60, Mun52, OR40,

Par57, Rei44b, Rei52b, Rei53, Rei61, Rei63b, RS66a, Rob57b, Set52, Sim66,


Elastica-Viscous [Mow67]. Elastically [Sav59]. Elasticity

[Bol57a, BPL61, Coh66, Rei50, Sav38, Sav41a, Sav41b, Str62b, Was53].

Electric

[BHPBT65, Bod34, Bur35, Fra25a, Gui32, Kue66, Lee32, Opa41, Su59].

Electrical [Ced55, Cre35, Doy55, IC44, Kro34, Ts54]. Electrodynamic

[Hov32, PD55]. Electrolytic [KN26]. Electromagnetic

[AH64, Mac41, Mir66, Phi33, Pin46, Pin47, Wil57]. Electromagnetism

[Soh33]. Electron [AM27b]. Electrons [Has39, Mac41]. Electrostatic

[Ros58]. Electrostriction [SW66, SW68]. Element [Moo25]. Elementary

[Fra26b, Gau59, Red64]. Elements [Ced57, Tel53]. Eleven [Kay55, Sal45b].

Eleven-Point [Sal45b]. Elliptic [BH64a, Cam47, Car46, Car65, CS41,

Hen41a, Hen41b, Jon56, Kap46, Kap48, Kap56, MW52, New60, Yee66].

Elliptical [Che66]. Empirical [Lan38]. Employed [Fic50]. Employing

[Sal63a]. Empty [Tie68]. Enclosed [KF56]. End [Pay64]. Energy


Feynman [Bee67, Cam60]. Field [BHPBT65, Bla40a, Bla40c, Cha61, Cha31, Dra60, Ger39, God41, Hec67, Mac41, Nag51, Por32, PB64, Ran67, Tie68].


Flowing [Syn36]. Flows [Ben66a, Eri52, Gie51, How61, Hsu68, Man55, Mar50a, Mri49, Ran66, Ran68, Ser54, sT46, Tsi46, Tsi47, Wiel67].

Fluid [Abr49b, Ben66a, BE47, Ber50, Bla40a, Bla40b, Bla40c, CD56, Gil47, GW65, HD64, Ima49, IH49, Kan62, KM62, Kuo43, Kuo53, LRT48, LF67, Mei66, Mil54, Mor54, Par57, Por42, Ran68, TH50, TY57, tW56b].


MS50, MB50, MG64a, MG64b, Pay59, Sal45a, Sal47a, Sal49b, Sal50b, Sal52, Sal55a, Sal55b, Sal57, Sal60b, Sal61, Sal64, Sav38, Sch42, Tay39.

**Formulation** [BW26, MS45, Mor65a]. **Foundations**

[IC44, JR58, Pin46, Val68]. **Four**

[Cla37, Cox33, Fra37, Gew33, Hit30, J30, Moo22b, Mun52, Pay53, Sav39, Sta36b, Str28a, Tay23, Wil42, Win37, Zel23b, Sch31a]. **Four-Space**

[Hit30, Tay23]. **Four-Terminal** [Gew33, Pay53]. **Fourier**

[Ber29, Fej34, Hei35, HS36, Lee32, Lev35, Lif42a, Lit29, LL43, Mor65b, Rus33a, Sal57, Wie24d, Wie29b]. **Fractional** [CT50, Fab36, McL47b, Red60]. **Frame** [FS55]. **Fredholm** [Wag52, Car48, Tea45, Wag51a, Wag51b]. **Free**

[BH63b, Fis63, GS50, Hel61, Ste68, tW56a, Wu66]. **Free-Energy** [Ste68]. **Free-Molecule** [Wu66]. **French** [Kog35]. **Frenet** [Cob42]. **Frequencies** [Dwi48]. **Frequency** [Ste68]. **Fresnel** [Moo40].

**Frobenius** [Ric24], **Frontal** [Gil54]. **Fully** [tW56a]. **Function**

[Abb49, Abr48, Bel51, Bru31, Cam38, Car58, Cla37, Cow65, Cro51, Don67, Eps39, Est34, Fem58, Fet57b, FG51, Gun59, Gew33, GD49, Gui60, HS48, Hun60, Kay55, Lev40, LH42, Lud51, Mac49, Moo37, Sal45a, Sal47a, SS63, Sie55, SpI57, Str65, Tay39, Wie24d, Win58, Yee66, Luk52a]. **Functional**

[Gou28]. **Functionals** [BM62b]. **Functions**

[Abr48, Abr49a, Abr50a, Abr54, Ava35, BHL63, Bar64b, Bea27, Ber41, BY50, Bla46, Bla47, Bog51, Bon61, Bou47, Bur64, Bur66a, Bur66c, CM44, Car65, CT50, Cer61, Cha57, CS41, Chu36, Cof67, Cof69, Cof65, CM45, Cor45, Cov58, Cro30, Cro34, Cro60, DeC56, Duf48, Dum67, Dwi46, Erb59, Fel56, Fel58, Fet57a, For58, Fra26b, Fra26c, Fra28b, Fra29a, Fra44, Fri35, Gew33, Gie51, Gil54, GoI57, Gol32, Gol67, Ham52, Hen57, Hor50a, Hor50b, HB54, Hos36a, Ike31c, ISC47, Jae48, Jon68, Kan64, Kar49, Kei62b, Kir57, Lan38, Lee32, Lee67, Lev37, LBA43, Luk50, Luk52b, Luk55, Luk59, Mah27, Mal36, Mar63a, Mar53, MP46, McL46, McL47a, McL47b, ME63, ME64, Mon46, MA65, Muc29, Mul55, Nav61, Nay66, Ng67, Ob55].

**Functions**

[Obe58, Pap54, Par54, Phi34b, Pin46, Rad59, Rai53, Rho65a, Rho65b, Roe48, Rub64, Rus33b, Sal42, Sal47c, Sal53b, Sal64, Sav41a, Sav41c, Sle65, Son65, Spe42b, Spe42c, Spe54a, St65, Str65, Str68, Van54, WW22, WW57, Wat63, WYA64, WS45, Wes60, Wie25b, Wie27, Wie35, Yeh66, You52, Zem61]. **Fundamental** [BoI57a, Fra26c, Moo23, Rut29a]. **Further** [Hov28a, Nav62]. **Fused** [HA23].

**G** [Hit44]. **G.** [Kei63]. **Gamma** [Cow65, Gau59]. **Gaps** [Mal36].

**Garabedian** [Lin57]. **Gas** [Eri52, Gar37, Key22, KSJ22, KF56, Mar50b, NP48, sT46, Tsi47, Zwi58a, Zwi58b, Zwi58c, Gar35]. **Gases**

[Cro36, GC36, LP63, YL56]. **Gauss** [HG68, Sch41]. **Gaussian**

[Sal46a, Wie31]. **Gegenbauer** [ASC63]. **General** [BoD34, Bro50, Don36a, Fic50, Gon41, Gre61b, KR56, LC54, LC34, Oç67, PS56, Pen28, Ric28, Ros30, Sch31a, Sch31b, SS67, SS68b, SK53, Ste54a, Ste54b, Tor53, Val25].


Hypergeometric [Cro65, Erb59, Hen57, Kar49, Mac49, MS57, SS63].
Hypernom [Ada43]. Hyperosculatory [Sal60a]. Hyperquaternions [Moo22a].
Hypersonic [Ell67, PK56, She48, fS52, Tsi46]. Hypersonic-Flow [Ell67].
Hyperspace [Moo24]. Hypersurface [Moo23]. Hypersurfaces [Cob40, Moo29b].
Hypocycloid [Fra27b]. Ice [KTY22]. Ideal [Car42a, Rez54]. Identity [Bie52, Yee66].
II [Rei48a, Sto52, Ben30, Bla40b, Buc68, Cod65, Gar37, Gol67, Gri61a, Gri61b,
IH49, Isa47, Jon64b, Rei46b, Rob57a, Ste54a, Sto51, Zwi58b]. III [Bla40c, Ste54b, Zwi58c].
Ikehara [WP38]. Imaginary [Mon46]. Imanuel [Tuc66]. Immersed [Moo29c, TY57].
Impedance [Bol57b, Bru31, DeC56, FG55, Mar67]. Implicit [Bie52, Yee66].
Improved [MBC56]. Improvement [Hit44]. Impulsively [Wan67, Wan68b].
Incidence [Hel61]. Including [Dar39]. Incomplete [Car61, CT50, Gau59, Kap48, Tsu61].
Incompressible [Bar68, Ber67, Ber68, Kuo53, Ran67, TY57]. Increase [Bii61].
Incremental [HW54]. Indefinite [For58]. Independent [Fry36, Mac42, Sav37].
Indeterminate [Kin34]. Index [Bur66b, Spo55, Wat63]. Individual [Ter29].
Inductance [DL30, DS30, Hig42]. Inequalities [Gau59, Pay60, SS63, Zyg42].
Inequality [DD47, Jon68, Lev41, PW60, Red68, SB42, Son65].
Inextensibility [BR60]. Inextensional [JR55, Rei61]. Infinite [Bar68, CD56, Cod51, Cod65, EGV38, Fan67, Fle58, Fra29a, Han62, Hec67, Ike31b, Kan65, Kan68, Kin65, KM62, Man55, Mul55, Pap49,
Sim66, Smi57, Whi38, Bue47, RS66a, Sal55a]. Infinitely [Kue60].
Infinite [BA68, Tin56]. Initial [Che64, LP63, Sni68, SL56]. Inhomogeneous [Car61, CT50, Gau59, Kap48, Tsu61].
Injection [Tor52, Tor53]. Inputs [Shi57]. Insertion [Dar39].
Integration [Bir37, Bla40a, Bla40c, BR43, Cro29b, Cro30, Fel56, Fet54, Fet57a, For58, Fra30, Hen41a, Hen41b, Hor50a, Hor50b, Jae48, JK58, Kap46, Kap48, Kap50, Kay55, Lee67, Lin52, Lit29, LA43, Luk50, MS57, Mz58, Mor57, Mul55, Nag64, Ng67, Pin57, Sal61, SB42, Tsu61, Wie25c, Yeh66]. Integrable [Ab49, Abr51, Abr53a, Bar4b, Bel51, Ben65, BG47, Bra54, CN64, Cha57, Cro40, Cro61, Don67, EHY62, Gla64, Hen57, HC41, HW22, Hit23, Hua67, Hua68, HG68, Ike31c, Isa47, Jon64a, Jon64b, Kal35b, Kar49, KR51, Lat63, LM65, Lev41, Lot54, Mag42, Man22, ME63, ME64, Mil49, Nob58, Pea60, Rei41, Rus33a, Sam52, Sat66, Sav38, Sav41a, Sav41c, Shi57, SCKH52, Spo55, Tea45, Wag51a, Wag51b, Wag52, Wag53, Whi22]. Integrals [Abb49, Abr51, AB53a, Bar4b, Bel51, Ben65, BG47, Bra54, CN64, Cha57, Cro40, Cro61, Don67, EHY62, Gla64, Hen57, HC41, HW22, Hit23, Hua67, Hua68, HG68, Ike31c, Isa47, Jon64a, Jon64b, Kal35b, Kar49, KR51, Lat63, LM65, Lev41, Lot54, Mag42, Man22, ME63, ME64, Mil49, Nob58, Pea60, Rei41, Rus33a, Sam52, Sat66, Sav38, Sav41a, Sav41c, Shi57, SCKH52, Spo55, Tea45, Wag51a, Wag51b, Wag52, Wag53, Whi22]. Integraph [Hed41]. Integrating [Gou28, Lot52, Sal45c]. Integration [Bir37, Bla40a, Bla40c, BR43, Cro29b, Cro50, Fel56, Fet54, Fet57a, For58, Fra30, Hen41a, Hen41b, Hor50a, Hor50b, Jae48, JK58, Kap46, Kap48, Kap50, Kay55, Lee67, Lin52, Lit29, LA43, Luk50, MS57, Mz58, Mor57, Mul55, Nag64, Ng67, Pin57, Sal61, SB42, Tsu61, Wie25c, Yeh66]. Integro [Hed41]. Integro-Differential [Hil42]. Integrodifferential [Ben61]. Interacting
Interaction [AP68, Has39, Kei63, Nag67, Ros58]. Interactions [BL64]. Interesting [MS57]. Interfaces [Bla40a, Bla40b, Bla40c, Wil57]. Interior [Ran68, Wes68]. Intermittent [Gol59]. Internal [Bow56, Sav41b]. Interpolating [Sal47c]. Interpolation [Amo60, Ano43, BG60, BP67, Coo56, Cro29c, Cro60, Lan38, LS44, Luk52b, MB50, Rut27, RC30, Sal44b, Sal45a, Sal45b, Sal47a, Sal48a, Sal48b, Sal49b, Sal50a, Sal56, Sal60a, Sal60b, Sal64, Sal43b, Sch66, Sch55b, dB62]. Interpolatory [Isa47]. Interpretation [De 26, HKP36, Val29]. Interre
cnection [Hed41]. Interre


Wal38, Wee34a, Wie28a, You53, Zem61]. Matrix
[AK64, Bar64a, Coo57, Har59a, Hit28, Ing34, Law34, Ric28, Ric32, Rut32].
Maxima [Con41]. Maximum [CK66, FW64, Str62a, Tho44]. Maxwell
[Val29]. Mean [Lev46, Spe42b]. Means
[Bar64b, Duf51c, Fej34, Hov25, Isa47, Kog35, Lee32, LH26, Sav38, Sti65].
Measurable [Fra44]. Measure [CM44]. Mechanical [Cro29a, KCK51].
Mechanics [De 47, Fra28a, Fra29c, Shi54, Zel22a]. Mechanism [JKS27].
Media [Che64, Hey24b, Nag67, Syn56]. Medium
[AH64, CT67, Han57b, Kus58, Rob57b]. Melting [Bol61, KTY22].
Membrane [Ava35, HP60, Rei47]. Membranes [PW60, Rei63a].
Membrane [Ava35, HP60, Rei47]. Membrane [Ava35, HP60, Rei63a].
Membrane [Ava35, HP60, Rei47]. Membrane [Ava35, HP60, Rei63a].
Meniscus [Bla40b]. Meridian [Bla40a, Bla40c]. Metals
[135x610][Lin24].
Methane [KSJ22, KTS22]. Method
[Ada43, AH64, Ben61, Bol57a, Bol61, Bol57b, BM62a, Cle57, Cra51, Cre35,
Cro28, Cro29c, Cro29b, DS58, ELN57, Fox55, Goh49, Har59a, Hil53, HW22,
Hit23, Hit25a, Hit29, Hit44, HW47, HKP36, Hsu68, Hua67, Hua68, Jk58,
Ku26, Lin41, nL43, Lin54, Luk58, Lyo24, LH26, Mag42, MR63, ML59b,
Mur67, Nay65a, New60, Pau59, Pur53, Rei48b, RS56, Rus33a, Sal53a, Sal54,
Sav41a, Sav41c, Sch57, SS61, SL56, Tea45, Wei28b, Wil66, Win45, Woo25,
Wyn56, You53, Ima49, IH49, Pet65]. Methods [Bil61, Cur53, DD47, Fic50,
Fra28a, Her64, RC30, Sha41b, Ste55, Str62a, Var61, Wei34b]. Meyer
[Mar50a, Mar50b, Ran50]. Microwave [Nag67, Ste55]. Milne
[Ku55, Wil66]. Minima [Con41]. Minimal [Don36a, Moo25].
[Kuo53]. Moderately [Bla40a, Bla40b]. Modification [Hof34]. Modified
[Cle57, Coc67, Don67, HG68, Jon68, Nay66, Son65]. Modulated [PS56].
Modulation [SK53, Ste54a, Ste54b]. Modulus [Cam47]. Molecule
Monatomic [Cro36]. Monoenergetic [Mac41]. Monotonic [Sal42].
Monotonicity [Coc67]. Monte [Cur53]. Moore [Str32]. Morley
[Fra27b]. Motion [CD56, Gri38, Hod52, KF56, LRT48, Lip22, Lon65, Opa41, Ste68,
Wie26a, Wie26b, Zel24]. Motions [Gil47]. Movements [Gup59]. Moving
[Ang59, Bus26, PK56]. Moyennes [Kog35]. Mud [Ort30]. Multiple
[HR25, Hit28, JK58, Kap50, Ric25a, Sal62, SK52]. Multiplication [Ric25b].
Multiply [Rey51]. Multipole [Run68]. Multivalents [Gei47]. Mutual
[Ced55, DL30, DS30, Has39].
N [Hil53, Mos58, Wal59]. Natural [Ber35, Dw48]. Naturally [Was64].
Navier [Mur67]. Near [HW67, Hun61, Kap52, Rey67, sT47]. Necessary
[Rut30]. Negative [Fra34a, Ike31c, BH64a]. Neighborhood [Mac41].
Neighborhoods [CM44]. Neither [BH64a]. Neol [Hay55]. Net
[Ars53, Bru31, Ced55, Doy55, FG51, Fra25a, IC44, Oon50, Red49b, Sha49,
Tsa54]. **Networks** [AK64, BP32, Bur37, Doy58, DK56, Gui32, Gui49, Har59b, Lee32, LH26, Oon50, Pay53, RS42, Tel53]. **Neumann** [Wag52, Cam56, Gie58, Wag51a]. **Neutron** [Sat66]. **Newtonian** [Blo52]. **Nicolson** [Str59]. **Nine** [Sal45b]. **Nine-** [Sal45b]. **Nodal** [Duf52]. **Noise** [PS56]. **Non** [Ben66a, Boy61, BH64a, Coh64, Coh65, Cro51, Det64, FLL50, Fin55, GW65, HE64, Hov23, Jon56, Kag41, Kal35b, KP53, Kei62a, Kin65, Kro34, Lan59, Lev37, Lev43a, LRT48, Mar63b, MS66, Mil54, Moo27, Osb66, Pap58, Pea68b, Rei52a, RW56, Sha55, SCKH52, SK52, Val24b, Val24a, WYA64]. **Non-analytic** [WYA64]. **Non-conditioned-periodic** [Val24a]. **Non-Homogeneous** [Hov23, MS66]. **Non-Integrable** [Val24b]. **Non-Integral** [SCKH52]. **Non-Linear** [Ben66a, Boy61, Cro51, FLL50, GW65, Kal35b, KP53, Lan59, Mar63b, Pap58, Pea68b, RW56, HE64, Kin65, Lev43a, Sha55]. **Non-Magnetic** [Jon56]. **Non-negative** [BH64a]. **Non-Riemannian** [Kro34, Moo27]. **Non-self-adjoint** [Coh64, Coh65]. **Non-Seperating** [Kag41]. **Non-simple** [Det64]. **Non-Stationary** [Kei62a]. **Non-Steady** [LRT48, Mil54]. **Non-Uniform** [Fin55, Rei52a, SK52]. **Non-vanishing** [Lev37]. **Nonintegral** [Spo55]. **Nonlinear** [Arc62, Ben65, BN62, Ben67, BN67a, Ber57, Lot54, Mei66, Mur65, Nav65a, Nol59, Ros66a, Sim56]. **Nonstationary** [Shi57]. **Nonuniqueness** [OH66]. **Nor** [BH64a]. **Normal** [Dei68, Gui60, Moo22b, War52, War53]. **Normalization** [Chn36, Tsu61]. **Not-So-Slender** [Wan68c]. **Notched** [Lin47b]. **Notches** [Bow66]. **Note** [AK64, Ars53, Bag63, Bla47, Blo53, Bra54, Bur66a, Bus24, CK66, Cov58, Cra59, Deb25, Di 54, Eav53, Eis35, Ehr58, Fra37, Gla64, Gue53, Hey24a, Hil53, Hul42, How61, Hua68, Ike31b, Ike31d, Ing24, Kag35, Kan64, Kar49, KR58, Ku26, Kuh57, Lan51, Lan59, Len25, Lin57, Lot56, Lye24, ML59a, Mcm39, Mon46, Moo22b, Moc23, Moo24, Moo28a, Nag64, Oln65, Pay60, Phi22b, Rei44a, RT46, Rei47, Rei48b, Rei61, RW56, Rob48, Roe48, Ros30, Sal46b, She52, SCKH53, Spe42b, Sta36b, TR67, Val24a, Val29, Wal53, Wan68b, War53, Was57, Wic55, Wie25a, Wie25b, War52, Wyn56, Yeh66, Zaj64]. **Notes** [Luk50, Sha68, Val24b, Zyg42]. **Notions** [Wie24a]. **Noyaux** [Kog35]. **Nozzle** [TH50]. **Number** [Dou36a, Gil68, Mur67, RS42, Tel53, YL56]. **Numbers** [Erb59, Ike31a, Kuo53, Mcm39, Sut37, TY56]. **Numerical** [Arc62, BHL63, BG47, BY50, Dam59, DR52, EHY62, Eni61, FR57, Fra58, Gar57, Gie58, GD49, Hil52, Hil60, Hit23, Hud50, Hymni, Isai47, Jae55, Kap52, Lin47a, Lin57, Lot58, Lou49, LS43, LS45, Lyn66, Mag42, New60, OHK50, Rob57a, Ron67, Sal43a, Sal46b, Sal50b, Sal52, Sal58, Sal63a, Stc55, Tan45, Wag51a, Wag52, Wag53, WYA64, You52, Bla40a, Bla40b]. **Numerous** [Hit41].

O. **Obey** [Pea37]. **Obreschko** [Sal64]. **Obreschko-Type** [Sal64]. **Observations** [Gue53]. **Obstacle** [BE47]. **Obtained** [Sch57]. **Obtaining** [Cro60, Sal53b, Sal63b]. **Occurring**
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